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It was evening at Vuyo’s house. The family was sitting around the table to eat dinner.
Vuyo started telling his family what they talked about at school.
His family seemed very keen to know about his day at school. Vuyo continued telling them about everything that happened at school.
Vuyo told them that they were taught about animals at school. Vuyo asked his family if they could visit the zoo.
The family agreed to visit the zoo to view the animals.
The following day, Vuyo’s family went to the zoo.
The family were excited to see Vuyo happy.
The journey returning from the zoo was exciting. Unfortunately, they had trouble on the way as they got a flat tyre.
Luckily, they had a spare tyre to replace the flat one.
They pulled over to the side of the road to replace the tyre. Afterwards, they went home safely. They were happy about everything they learnt at the zoo.
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